JAM KOLEKTYW is a design and creative agency.
We specialize in comprehensive home & living projects.
Our services:
CREATIVE CONCEPT CREATION
ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIOR DESIGN
PHOTOGRAPHY
STYLING AND SET DESIGN
DESIGN
JAM KOLEKTYW was founded by Jola Skóra in 2014. Two years later, Anna Olga Chmielewska
joined the team and became a co-owner of the agency.
WE THINK that everyday life is important, and that's why at JAM KOLEKTYW we make sure the
solutions we propose build a better "here and now.”
WE AIM FOR timeless, high quality solutions. "Universal" is not a negative term, but we prefer
preparing concepts tailored to individual needs.
WE OFFER aesthetic and functional solutions that meet the needs of our clients.
WE GUARANTEE support, commitment and effectiveness in carrying out all entrusted projects.
JOLA SKÓRA / CREATIVE DIRECTOR, PHOTOGRAPHER
Founder of JAM KOLEKTYW
A graduate of the University of the Arts Poznań (Faculty of Multimedia Communications) and Łódź
Film School (Direction of Photography and Television Production Department). With over nine years
of professional experience within the creative industry.
Jola translates ideas into images. Supports visual communication. Translates brand reality into visual
language.
She specializes in interior photography, staged product photo sessions, as well as creative concept
creation. Her work has been published in numerous interior design and lifestyle magazines.
For interior design, she handles the selection of furnishing and decorative elements. She loves the
atmosphere of old tenement apartments, but also stays up to date with modern concepts and new
technologies. “Hidden luxury” is her favorite interior style. She dreams of her own abode outside of
the city.
ANNA OLGA CHMIELEWSKA / INTERIOR ARCHITECT, STYLIST, SET DESIGNER
Interior design graduate from the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw and University of the Arts
Poznań. She co-headed the basic design and graphic design studio at her home academy in
Warsaw for six years.
Interior design has been her focus since 1991. Her favorite subjects are old tenement apartments,
off-city abodes and boutique utility spaces.
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She specializes in set design for photo sessions and video commercials, as well as styling and
interior design for photo sessions. Her adventure with styling began more than a decade ago with
Murator magazine's video tutorials on arranging and decorating interiors.
Anna authored articles on architecture and design published in the industry press. As an editor and
stylist, she works with the best Polish magazines in the field.
She loves to sail, and spends vacation with her family, swapping homes with her friends in different
parts of Europe. She draws her inspiration from observing how people live there and how they
arrange their houses and gardens.
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